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J:COM CHOOSES ERICSSON FOR NEXT
GEN TV
•

J:COM selects Ericsson’s award-winning MediaFirst TV Platform

•

New multiscreen TV service will offer a raft of new features to J:COM’s 3.7 million
subscribers nationwide

•

Ericsson will deploy the industry standard Reference Design Kit (RDK) in J:COM’s hybrid
cable set top boxes to power seamless TV experiences over both managed and
unmanaged networks

Ericsson (NASDAQ:ERIC) has been chosen by Jupiter Telecommunications (J:COM),
Japan’s largest cable system operator, to power its next generation TV service.
J:COM has selected Ericsson’s award-winning MediaFirst TV Platform, to enable an
enhanced, personalized multiscreen TV experience to its 3.7 million subscribers. The basic
design phase will commence in Q4 2017 and the companies will solidify the development
agreement subsequent to this.
The new TV service will provide J:COM subscribers with new features including a highly
personalized, seamless TV experience on all screens and the ability to watch live TV and
access content on demand on any device. Ericsson will also deploy the industry standard
RDK in J:COM’s set top boxes and a conditional access system to enable the delivery of
Ultra HD content. Additionally, it will deliver new monetization opportunities such as more
effective content recommendation services, by leveraging Ericsson’s advanced data
analytics.
Hirohiko Imura, President, J:COM, says: “Consumers have more choice than ever before
and it is therefore imperative that we stand out from the crowd to remain competitive in an
ever-cluttered TV landscape. We believe that a seamless and personalized TV Everywhere
service will enable J:COM to create that distinction. By deploying Ericsson MediaFirst TV
Platform, we will have access to a range of uniquely intelligent, high performance solutions
that will help us to transform our television offering and strengthen our position at the
forefront of TV innovation.”
Angel Ruiz, Head of Media Solutions, Ericsson, says: “Ericsson’s award-winning MediaFirst
TV Platform will enable J:COM to power a next generation TV experience that is available
seamlessly across all screens both inside and out of the home, and tailored to meet the
needs of each individual subscriber. By leveraging the benefits of virtualization and cloud
technologies, we can help J:COM to increase its subscriber base and benefit from new and
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more flexible business models. This is the first step in a long-term partnership and we look
forward to growing our partnership with J:COM over the years to come.”
Ericsson MediaFirst TV Platform is a software-defined, media-optimized cloud-based TV
platform. MediaFirst TV Platform provides a converged multiscreen experience including Pay
TV in-home, TV Everywhere and OTT services. It embraces all content sources and delivery
networks and is integrated onto the RDK, enabling operators to benefit from the common
underlying software of the RDK while retaining the ability to differentiate their customer facing
TV experience.
The platform provides advanced analytics tools which enable operators to target relevant
content and promotions to viewers, increasing revenue opportunities and reducing churn.
Underpinned by Ericsson's DevOps approach, MediaFirst TV Platform offers flexibility,
scalability and agility to adapt to consumers' constantly evolving behaviors and needs.
Discover Ericsson at IBC Show 2017
Ericsson is an award-winning, global leader in TV and media products and services, with a
proven track record in delivering TV and media business transformation for over 25 years.
Working with customers around the world, we offer an extensive portfolio of products and
services through our Media Solutions and Broadcast and Media Services businesses that
span media enrichment, processing, publishing and delivery.
Join us at IBC on Booth # 1.D61 and Balcony Suite BS27 or online during the event from
September 15-19. See you there!
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Ericsson is a world leader in communications technology and services with headquarters in
Stockholm, Sweden. Our organization consists of more than 111,000 experts who provide
customers in 180 countries with innovative solutions and services. Together we are building
a more connected future where anyone and any industry is empowered to reach their full
potential. Net sales in 2016 were SEK 222.6 billion (USD 24.5 billion). The Ericsson stock is
listed on Nasdaq Stockholm and on NASDAQ in New York. Read more
on www.ericsson.com.

